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Easy-to-use, menu driven application designed specifically for the variable data market. Simple to use, yet powerful enough for the most demanding variable data projects. DesignMerge is a menu-driven application, which makes it easy-to-use by anyone. InDesign or QuarkXPress documents can be loaded as templates or from existing documents using the import tool. The output can be to any PostScript device, including laser printers, continuous-feed presses, high-end
digital machines, and on-the-fly production. CopyFit software provides advanced on-the-fly copyfitting capability. A number of tools are available, including customizable rule sets, image replacement, and copyfitting algorithms. DesignMerge Features: Numerous Tools: ? Placeholder tools: DesignMerge includes over 40+ import tools so that information can be loaded from the most popular data sources: Excel®, Word®, PowerPoint®, dBase®, Access®, Access Memo®,
Web Page, HTML, and even E-mail. ? Customizable Rule Sets: Rules are a key component of DesignMerge, and they can be customized to your project requirements. Customizable rule sets include hundreds of predefined rules, each with a range of settings to meet virtually any possible requirement. New rules can be added as needed, and existing rules can be altered, edited, or deleted. ? Placeholder preview: Basic and advanced preview capabilities allow you to easily see

the results of individual change before the entire document is re-rendered. This means that all the variables that are being merged will be instantly reflected in the preview pane. ? Variable data Preview: Additional preview capabilities are available, which allow you to preview the final output based on the values of all the variables loaded into the document. This means that errors can be detected, variables can be edited, and output settings can be changed before the document
is re-rendered. ? Advanced font support: Advanced font support is provided using the latest version of CreateCG for QuarkXPress or the latest InDesign font list. The font list can be updated dynamically as information is loaded into the document. ? Variable data Preview in other applications: Import and export of text data is provided via the Document SharedLibrary Feature of the latest version of the Macintosh Library Software from NeXt Software. Our variable data

support is built into Microsoft Word and Excel so that users can switch seamlessly between all the common data sources. ? Formatting: DesignMerge is able to properly format text, pictures
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PRO EDITION is an advanced, professional solution for variable data mail-merge, variable data printing, and data publishing. Whether you have a subscription or plan to purchase the software, DesignMerge Cracked 2022 Latest Version can generate unique output from text, images, and entire articles, including a wide variety of sources. Simply select one of the included databases to import the data into your project and let DesignMerge do the rest. This powerful, easy-to-
use software also works as a standalone application without a subscription, so DesignMerge is a great solution for companies that need to use variable data in its production workflow. Key Features ◆ Variable Data Generation DesignMerge can import text, images, and entire articles from virtually any data source. If you have an HTML, Microsoft Word, or email database, you can import it for text-only, image-only, or article-only output. ◆ High Quality Output

DesignMerge goes beyond traditional variable data generation software. Although any output format can be generated by DesignMerge, the wide range of supported PostScript output formats (including a wide range of large-format types such as 58”x88”, 118”x148”, and custom up to 300”x300”) make the software well-suited for print projects. ◆ Extremely Fast Output DesignMerge includes built-in image caching for incredibly fast output. Whether you’re using
PhotoShop, Illustrator, or even a simple batch export of text files, DesignMerge can more efficiently use up valuable processing time. ◆ Output to Any Printer DesignMerge supports plug-ins for multiple printers, including a number of high-end digital presses such as the Heidelberg Speedmaster, Minolta Dymaxion, and the Epson Perfection V500. The Pro Bundle also includes CopyFit, which allows users to fit images and elements precisely on the page for full layout

flexibility. ◆ CopyFitting No other software lets you copy-fit entire elements from one image to another one. CopyFit lets you control precisely which parts of one image get placed on top of another one. CopyFit enables you to create extremely custom layouts, creating full branding or multipage layouts with single images. DesignMerge also makes it easy to combine CopyFit with other design elements – such as custom typefaces, you can easily copy-fit the text, then slide a
logo or other design element right 09e8f5149f
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This application is a sophisticated tool designed specifically for the variable data market. The “DesignMerge Rules Module” is the application’s core feature and delivers unique automatic rules-based behavior. This module provides a powerful way to build complex rules-based decisions automatically into your InDesign or QuarkXPress document. In addition to these tools, the Pro Bundle also includes DesignMerge VariableData Printing, allowing you to design your
document(s) to be printed on demand. The DesignMerge BookMaker module allows you to produce printed books. The DesignMerge ePublisher module (using the CGM data format) is for variable data printing from InDesign documents for designs intended for an electronic output. DesignMerge is a menu-driven application which makes it easy-to-use by anyone. DesignMerge can import text, pictures, or entire articles from practically any data source, and merge that
information into InDesign or QuarkXPress layouts to produce unique, personalized output. DesignMerge can output to any PostScript printer (as well as a number of high-end digital presses) and includes built-in image caching for incredibly fast output. The Pro Bundle also includes DesignMerge CopyFitting, providing advanced on-the-fly copyfitting capability, and GroupPicture software, which provides support for fully-variable layout elements. The DesignMerge
ePublisher module (using the CGM data format) is for variable data printing from InDesign documents for designs intended for an electronic output. Stop being an IT nightmare for your users by simply fixing those pesky permissions issues. Maintain group owner permissions and open up access to your documents in a few clicks and the results can be spectacular! This plugin allows users to maintain their own permissions on InDesign CS6 documents from “editors,” “print
experts,” and “print managers.” Without this plugin, your team’s permission levels are probably set according to the current user on the device. That creates two problems. First, if a user creates a document with a view that is not under their authority, the request becomes their responsibility. Second, if a user creates an InDesign document with the user’s permissions (and they don’t understand permissions), they end up using the permissions that are associated with the current
user on the device. If the current user is an accountant, the user can’t request access to the manufacturing process in a report,

What's New in the DesignMerge?

DesignMerge is an award-winning software suite designed specifically for the variable data and variable data printing markets. The easy-to-use DesignMerge software makes it easy-to-use by anyone. DesignMerge can import text, pictures, or entire articles from practically any data source into InDesign or QuarkXPress to produce unique, personalized output. DesignMerge can output to any PostScript printer (as well as a number of high-end digital presses) and includes built-
in image caching for incredibly fast output. The Pro Bundle also includes CopyFit software, providing advanced on-the-fly copyfitting capability, GroupPicture software, which provides support for fully-variable layout elements, and the Rules Module, which can be used to construct sophisticated conditional logic (if / then / else) statements. Variable Data Printing (VDP) DesignMerge VDP is a stand-alone application for the variable data printing market. It provides
sophisticated printing, including text wrapping, variable sizing, variable spacing, and even automatic page numbering and page turning. VDP has built-in support for variable barcode fonts and text substitution. But it’s not just limited to printing. VDP supports the full range of variable data applications, including mail-merge, data cleansing, and on-the-fly generation of HTML pages. DesignMerge VDP is the definitive solutions-oriented application for variable data printing.
It lets you quickly and easily design, control, and print variable data text documents and variable data Web-pages. It’s the only suite that includes both desktop-based and Web-based applications. DesignMerge VDP Features: Variable Data Printing (VDP) DesignMerge VDP is a stand-alone application for the variable data printing market. It provides sophisticated printing, including text wrapping, variable sizing, variable spacing, and automatic page numbering and page
turning. VDP has built-in support for variable barcode fonts and text substitution. But it’s not just limited to printing. VDP supports the full range of variable data applications, including mail-merge, data cleansing, and on-the-fly generation of HTML pages. The VDP family supports intelligent on-the-fly processing of mail-merge data, including the interlacing of data from multiple CSV files. And VDP also supports true bi-directional printing, including dpi and resolution
scaling. Print Quality DesignMerge VDP
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System Requirements:

*Windows 10 / 8.1/8 / 7/Vista (64-bit only) *1 GB RAM *120 MB Hard Disk Space *3G internet connection *4 GB system RAM (advanced) *Mozilla Firefox 5.0 or above *Supported OS: Windows 10/8.1/8/7/Vista *Mac: Mac OS X 10.6.6 or above *Android: Android 2.2 or above *iOS: iOS 4.2
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